GLIPTONE, car wax has been a New York tradition of quality since 1947. Sold locally, car enthusiasts became to understand that quality ingredients with quality process equal the finest products. As a non-advertised brand, GLIPTONE’s popularity grew by word of mouth. Satisfied customers were eager to pass on “their secret” to a durable finish with a deep, rich shine. Today, as then, we continue to keep true to our purpose developing the ultimate quality products for today’s paint finishes, without sacrificing the quality started in 1947.

Today the GLIPTONE, offering includes a full line of Professional Automotive Reconditioning Products, Marine/RV Products, Professional Car Wash Tunnel Chemicals and Retail packaged car care products that include our famous ‘Body Gloss®’, Wash N’ Glow., Original Carnauba Paste and Cream Waxes, Liquid Metal Polishes, and our world renowned, #1 Rated Leather Cleaner and Conditioner. Gliptone® products are used by top detailers throughout the United States and around the world. The non-chemical, miscellaneous support items you will find in this catalog have been carefully selected and updated. Our distributors and end-user customers have found our selection of detail supply items to be the highest quality and most useful in today’s fast paced, results driven detailing industry. Perhaps most famous of this group is the Gliptone® range of premium quality SOFTOUCH® Microfiber Towels.

In recent years GLIPTONE, has enjoyed expansion of both staff and distributors with expertise in all aspects of automotive, aeronautical and marine reconditioning. This wealth of experience combines with a tradition of excellence and a commitment to produce the World’s finest professional reconditioning products. Our staff and distributors remain dedicated to providing ongoing training and support for all end-user customers.

GLIPTONE, has always been a caring organization and has contributed significantly over the years through educational and sporting sponsorships, and fund raisers for numerous local and national charity organizations such as, American Red Cross Disaster relief, "Make a Wish", M.A.D.D. and Toys for Tots. We have also proudly participated in fund raising efforts for the Twin Towers Scholarship Fund for the NYPD ESU and Bomb Squad. GLIPTONE, maintains a commitment to professionalism, environment and industry support through our dedication to “Green Chemistry”, environmentally friendly manufacturing practices, ongoing support to numerous trade schools to help further educate young technicians on the proper reconditioning practices being used in today’s workforce, as well as membership in many industry trade organizations such as SEMA, AAPEX and ICA. GLIPTONE® products have also been recently appointed as the sole used, endorsed and retailed products at the Antique Automobile Club of America Museum (AACA) in Hershey, Pennsylvania.

If you’re a longtime customer of GLIPTONE products we appreciate your continued loyalty and support and hope you find this catalog helpful. If you’re looking at the GLIPTONE, products for the first time than we thank you for your interest in our products and remain hopeful that you will give us a try and remember:

“Try it once, use it forever” that's been or motto since 1947.

Best personal regards,

[Signature]
President
### Cleaners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TIRES/WHEELS/RIMS</strong></th>
<th><strong>GENERAL PURPOSE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tire Wash Concentrate</strong>&lt;br&gt;Whitewall Blackwall Cleaner&lt;br&gt;Tire Wash concentrate is an effective tire cleaner. Removes dirt and grime and prepares the surface for dressing. No scrub formula, melts away dirt and grime on contact. Dilutes 3:1. Removes blue residue from new whitewalls.</td>
<td><strong>Ultra Cleaner Concentrate</strong>&lt;br&gt;Ultra Cleaner is a special multi-purpose cleaner/degreaser for most interior and exterior applications. Extremely effective in dissolving tough dirt and stains from carpets, fabrics, vinyl, engines, tires, wheel wells and door jams. Great for window crystal marks. Highly dilutable depending on the application. Non-caustic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR-01 (GT13401)&lt;br&gt;Single Gallon</td>
<td>ULT-01 (GT13801)&lt;br&gt;Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR-05 (GT13405)&lt;br&gt;5 Gallon Square</td>
<td>ULT-05 (GT13805)&lt;br&gt;5 Gallon Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR-55 (GT13455)&lt;br&gt;55 Gallon Drum</td>
<td>ULT-55 (GT13855)&lt;br&gt;55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dust-Off Tire and Rim Cleaner</strong>&lt;br&gt;Dust-Off is designed to remove brake dust from clear coated factory rims. Will not harm clear coat when used according to directions. Thick ready-to-use formula, clings to rim surface and melts away even the toughest brake dust. Not for use on uncoated aluminum or magnesium rims.</td>
<td><strong>Red Stuff Multipurpose Cleaner/Degreaser</strong>&lt;br&gt;Red Stuff is a safe multi-purpose cleaner/degreaser for most interior and exterior applications. Red Stuff will clean carpets, fabrics, vinyl, engines, tires, rims, wheel wells, convertible tops, door jams and garage floors. The strength and versatility of Red Stuff has made it our most popular multi-purpose cleaner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUST-01 (GT16001)&lt;br&gt;Single Gallon</td>
<td>RED-01 (GT42501)&lt;br&gt;Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUST-15 (GT16015)&lt;br&gt;15 Gallon Drum</td>
<td>RED-55 (GT42555)&lt;br&gt;55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUST-55 (GT16055)&lt;br&gt;55 Gallon Drum</td>
<td><strong>Spoke Wheel Wash Acid Based Wheel Cleaner</strong>&lt;br&gt;Spoke Wheel Wash is fast acting and extremely effective. Removes brake dust, rust and grease from chrome wire wheels and rims. Not for use on clear coated factory rims or polished aluminum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magstak Wheel Cleaner</strong>&lt;br&gt;A highly effective wheel cleaner that safely removes brake dust, oxidation, oil, dirt and rust without brushing. This unique non-Hydrofluoric Acid formula makes painted wheels shine like new. Spray-on, wipe off, no scrubbing necessary. Pleasant citrus scent. Not for use on polished aluminum.</td>
<td><strong>Engine Wash Concentrate</strong>&lt;br&gt;Engine Wash is a water-base multipurpose cleaner/degreaser. Cuts heavy grease and soil on engines, shop machinery, tools, garage floors, printing equipment, bicycles, garden tools and farm equipment. Dilute 50:50 for heavy duty degreasing to as much as 10:1 to average degreasing applications. Safe interior dilutes 10:1 to 20:1. Will not stain painted surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT14801 Single Gallon</td>
<td>CT-01 (GT12801)&lt;br&gt;Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT14805 5 Gallon Square</td>
<td>CT-05 (GT12805)&lt;br&gt;5 Gallon Pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT14855 55 Gallon Drum</td>
<td>CT-55 (GT12855)&lt;br&gt;55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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---

The Finest Professional Car Care Products Made
**INTERIOR**

**Bio-Zyme**
Enzyme Cleaner and Deodorizer
A synergistic blend of bacterial enzymes which breaks down fats, grease and oils. Eliminates odors naturally. Cleans stains and odors from carpets and fabrics caused by urine, feces, blood, wine, coffee, and vomit. Non-pathogenic. Leaves fresh clean fragrance. Dilutable as much as 20:1 for maximum economy.
GT12501 Single Gallon • GT12503 5 Gallon
GT12650 55 Gallon Drum

**Interior Wash Concentrate**
Strong enough for your toughest exterior job but safe for interiors. Interior Wash cleans vinyl, leather and fabric upholstery. Leaves surface clean and free of residue. 100% safe on all surfaces. Will not fade color or remove natural oils present in leather when used as directed.
INT-01 (GT42001) Single Gallon • INT-15 (GT42015) 15 Gallon Drum
INT-05 (GT42005) 5 Gallon Pail • INT-55 (GT42055) 55 Gallon Drum

**Muscle Foam™**
Multi-Purpose Aerosol Cleaner
Excellent for cleaning all other types of fabric and upholstery and equally as impressive on carpets. Superior dirt lifting ability! When dry, a durable stain protector is left behind to repel dirt, soil and grime. Fresh spearmint fragrance. Great for spot cleaning, inverted nozzle.
GT76118 18 oz. Aerosol (12/case)

**Foamy HD Upholstery Shampoo**
A concentrated, high foaming, heavy duty cleaner with optical brighteners. Designed to dissolve the toughest dirt and grease. Recommended for all synthetic carpets and upholstery. Not recommended for use in extraction equipment. Fresh apple scent.
GT40001 Single Gallon • GT40005 5 Gallon Pail • GT40055 55 Gallon Drum

**Leather Cleaner**
Safely Cleans Leather
This unique pH-neutral formula safely and effectively cleans fine leather without removing the natural oils that keeps leather soft and supple. Not recommended for use on suede or velour. Protect with Gliptone® Leather Conditioner. Stir up to 10:1.
GT12062 8 oz. • GT12063 1 Quart
GT12061 Single Gallon

**GLASS**

**Glass Cleaner Ready To Use**
Glass Cleaner Ready To Use is an economical, cleaner for interior and exterior surfaces such as, windows, mirrors and chrome. Will not streak. Leaves a pleasant scent.
GT74401 Single Gallon
GT74405 5 Gallon Square
GT74415 55 Gallon Drum

**Glass Cleaner Concentrate**
Glass Cleaner Concentrate is a highly dilutable formulation that is perfect for car washes or anywhere maximum economy and performance are required. Will not streak or harm windshield tint. Dilutes as much as 30:1.
GT46401 Single Gallon
GT46405 5 Gallon Square

**Spot-Chek™ Glass Water Spot Remover**
A unique liquid formula that removes water spot deposits from all types of glass, including automotive glass. Helps restore optical clarity by removing surface debris that has accumulated over time. Refer to technical bulletin or local Gliptone representative for proper application technique. This product is safe and effective when used as directed.
GT45401 Single Gallon

**METAL WASH PLUS**
Polished Aluminum & Stainless Steel Cleaner
This BODREDUCIBLE FORMULA won't dull polished aluminum. Highly effective metal cleaner that safely and effectively removes grime, oxidation and corrosion without dulling, chalking, whitening or stripping the polished metal finish. Restores original brilliance fast and easy.
GT15901 Single Gallon
GT15905 5 Gallon • GT15955 55 Gallon Drum

**SPECIALTY**

**Bug Remover 100% Biodegradable**
Effectively removes bugs from painted surfaces, chrome, plastic and glass. Safe on all exterior vehicle surfaces. Suggested starting dilution of 10:1 is recommended for moderate to heavy residue buildup. Dilutes as much as 80:1 for car wash maintenance applications.
BUG-01 (GT12701) Single Gallon
BUG-05 (GT12705) 5 Gallon Square
BUG-55 (GT12755) 55 Gallon Drum

**Floor Wash Concentrate**
Floor Wash is a biodegradable floor cleaner degreaser. Cuts grease and soil effectively on shop and garage floors. Made with no petroleum distillates or acids. Leaves a fresh clean scent. Safe on epoxy and all other floor surfaces when used as directed.
FLO05 (GT19005) 5 Gallon Pail
FLO55 (GT19055) 55 Gallon Drum

**MAGTASTIK™ PLUS with RIMGUARD**
Wheel Cleaner
MAGTASTIK™ PLUS with RIMGUARD is a highly effective wheel cleaner that safely and effectively removes brake dust, road film, dirt and rust without brushing. This unique, Non-Hydrofluoric acid formulation adds lasting protection and makes wheels shine like new. Spray on, rinse off. No scrubbing! Pleasant scent. Not for use on uncoated, polished aluminum.
GT15501 Single Gallon
GT15505 5 Gallon Pail
GT15555 55 Gallon Drum
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Gliptone Since 1947

The finest Professional Car Care Products Made
Cirisol
Solvent Cleaner/
Degreaser
Cirisol emulsifies grease, oil, road tar and tree sap. It is also highly effective in removing glue and adhesive residue. It represents a more “Earth Friendly” alternative to standard hydro carbon and aromatic solvent cleaners. Citrosol can be used straight or diluted with water for greater economy. Excellent for interior and exterior applications. Leaves a fresh citrus scent.
GT12301 Single Gallon
GT12305 5 Gallon Pail
GT12355 55 Gallon Drum

Tar-Off
New and Used
Car Solvent
Tar-Off effectively removes many exterior stains such as tar, grease and road film. Great for use on clear coat paint, plastic trim, rubber moldings and chrome.
GT12301 Single Gallon
GT12305 5 Gallon Pail
GT12355 55 Gallon Drum

Spot Remover
Fabric Cleaner/
Stain Remover
Petroleum based dry cleaning fluid. Safely and effectively removes oil, grease and tar from all fabric and carpeting. Not recommended for leather or suede.
GT12532 1 quart
GT12601 Single Gallon

Fast Dry
Thinner
Wash Thinner
Made with premium virgin solvent materials. A general purpose wash thinner formulated for cleaning applications. Caution: should be observed when used on automobile paint finish.
10505 5 Gallon Pail
10555 55 Gallon Drum

Premium
Thinner
Lacquer Thinner
A premium quality lacquer thinner formulated for use with most paints. Not recommended for automobile finishes. Works excellent for thinning lacquer paints or general purpose cleaning applications.
GT12401 Single Gallon

Adhesive
Remover
Surface Solvent
Adhesive remover safely and effectively eliminates residue such as: glue from bumper stickers, striping and molding adhesive and tar from all clear coat paint surfaces. Great for use on glass and chrome.
GT14032 Quart
GT14001 Single Gallon
GT14005 5 Gallon Pail
GT14005 55 Gallon Drum

Universal
Thinner S
Economical
Cleaning Solvent
“UNIVERSAL THINNER” is a very strong general purpose cleaning solvent designed for heavy duty cleaning applications. UNIVERSAL THINNER is very effective for cleaning urethane, lacquer and enamel paint residue as well as cutting heavy greases, undercoating and glue residue. This product is an economical blend of recyclable materials. Cleaning purposes are good in detail application. Avoid using this product for interior cleaning applications. Caution: should be observed when used on automobile paint finishes.
GT12105 5 Gallon Pail
GT12155 55 Gallon Drum

SOLVENT TIPS
GLIPTONE solvents are bringing outstanding results to professional detailers throughout the USA and around the World. Although the GLIPTONE ‘ADHESIVE REMOVER’ and ‘TAR OFF’ remain among the top choices as universal cleaning solvents, each featured GLIPTONE solvent has its special place in the detailing process. Professional reach for these products to help with some of the toughest cleaning jobs (glues, road tar and grime, undercoating and rustproofing residue, etc.). Apart from cotton and microfiber rags, brushes can be a more effective option of delivering the solvents to the surface. Consider using the #290 and #2867HH brushes on page 18. These ‘horsehair-type’ brushes are strong enough to hold the cleaning solvent, soft enough not to scratch, and add benefit to the scrubbing action of the bristles.

Most Lacquer Thinners are being used as an effective part of the cleaning process rather than to “Thin” Lacquer. CAUTION must always be observed when allowing Lacquer Thinners to touch plastics and painted surfaces. We also suggest work out of a properly labeled metal quart can. Lacquer Thinners and other flammable solvents should never be atomized through a spray trigger as this creates a flammable mist and fire hazard. Handling, storage and disposal of solvent soaked rags should be conducted in accordance with local laws.

‘Think Green’ and try using the GLIPTONE ‘CITRASOL,’ which is a ‘Delimonene-based,’ ‘Hydrocarbon-Free’ solvent derived from natural citrus fruit. This formula represents a more ‘user friendly’ and ‘Earth friendly’ option. CITRASOL can also be diluted with water to mitigate the premium price associated with an ingredient tied into the commodity citrus market. We have testimonials of ‘CITRASOL,’ at a 50:50 dilution, melting globs of road tar off the quarter panels of pickup trucks throughout the hot Texas market. Additional uses include removing gum and various sticky substances from interior surfaces while leaving a fresh, citrus scent. Try some soon!
**Soaps & Shampoos**

**Bubbles**
*Car, Truck and Boat Wash Concentrate*
100% Biodegradable - High sudsing, gentle cleaning soap. Safely emulsifies grease and oil deposits, floating dirt away from paint with special lubricants to prevent scratching. Excellent in both hand and automated wash applications. Dilute up to 200:1.

- BUB-01 (GT43001) Single Gallon
- BUB-05 (GT43005) 5 Gallon Pail
- BUB-15 (GT43015) 15 Gallon Drum
- BUB-55 (GT43055) 55 Gallon Drum

**Easy Suds & Shine**
*Ultra Sudsing Car Soap 100% Biodegradable*
Ultra sudsing soap with built in optical brighteners. Premium lubricity, safety floats away grime and soil leaving a bright clean surface. Fresh lemon scent.

- EZ-01 (GT43501) Single Gallon
- EZ-05 (GT43505) 5 Gallon Pail
- EZ-15 (GT43515) 15 Gallon Drum
- EZ-55 (GT43555) 55 Gallon Drum

**Wash & Shine**
*pH Neutral Car Soap 100% Biodegradable*
Ultra sudsing soap with built in gloss enhancers. Premium lubricity, safety floats away grime and soil leaving a bright clean surface. High foaming action and exotic fruit fragrance combine to make this product ideal for hand car wash businesses. The foaming and fragrance features can be further enhanced when dispersed through a foam gun. Suggested application tool #750FMR, Foam Gun in the equipment section.

- GT45001 Single Gallon
- GT45005 5 Gallon Pail
- GT45055 55 Gallon Drum

**Carpet Extractor Soaps**
**Mighty Blue**
*Carpet Extractor Powder and Liquid Concentrate*
A high powered emulsifier that quickly penetrates oil, grease and heavy soil. Dissolves easily and rinses free, helping to prevent resoiling. Safe for use in all types of extractors. Average Dilution Ratio is 1 ounce powder or 1 ounce liquid per gallon of water. Pre-dilute mixture in a clean bucket then add to solution tank of carpet extractor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT41237</td>
<td>Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT41237-L</td>
<td>5 Gallon Pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT42378</td>
<td>8 lb. Jug Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT4237-40</td>
<td>40 lb. Pail Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT41237-55</td>
<td>55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Laundry Detergents**
**Phase 1**
*Liquid Laundry Soap 100% Biodegradable*
Concentrated and highly effective laundry detergent with built in optical brighteners. Safely and effectively lifts and dissolves grime and soil leaving a bright, clean surface.

- PH01 (GT424001) Single Gallon
- PH05 (GT42405) 5 Gallon Pail
- PH55 (GT42455) 55 Gallon Drum

**De-Solv**
*Liquid Laundry Detergent*
Ultra concentrated, phosphate free liquid laundry detergent. Designed to remove a wide variety of stains and soil. It is especially effective on grease and oil stains. Use with cold or warm water. Leaves fabrics clean, bright and smelling clean.

- DE-01 (GT42501) Single Gallon
- DE-05 (GT42505) 5 Gallon Pail
- DE-55 (GT42555) 55 Gallon Drum

**SOAP TIPS**
GLIPTONE soaps are used and respected by top detailers around the World. BUBBLES has excellent cleaning ability and premium foaming action and remains the top choice as a great ‘cost per car’ value product. When the wash application calls for a special soap to leave the car looking like it was just washed, for example; A Hand wash, maintenance or service wash application, EASY SUDS & SHINE or WASH & SHINE deliver rich, scented foam with a clean, spot-free shine. When used through a foam gun, in a hand wash environment, you can really appreciate the show of Foaming and Scent. Try GLIPTONE’S FOAMY HD Shampoo as a ‘Bucket soap’ or ‘Prep soap’ for car wash service centers or detailing operations busy with extra dirty cars. The FOAMY HD is a great interior shampoo, but just as useful in cutting heavy dirt and grease from car exteriors in the initial cleaning process. FOAMY HD contains dirt lifters and grease cutters that provide lasting foaming action and unsurpassed cleaning action. The built-in deodorant also helps to maintain a pleasant work environment.

GLIPTONE LAUNDRY DETERGENTS: PHASE 1 remains a GLIPTONE ‘ICP SELLER’ for its ability to clean cotton and microfiber towels at an excellent value of few dimes per load, while being claimed system friendly and Earth Friendly/biodegradable. Both PHASE 1 and DESOLVE represents outstanding value, fresh scent with the ability to remove grease stains from white towels, yet gentle enough for home laundry cleaning requirements. DESOLVE also leaves towels and garments with a fresh, citrus scent. Try some for your home laundry needs.

Call toll free: 1-800-969-7250 • www.gliptone.com
Compounds/Glazes/Polishes

Stage 1
Silicone Free Fine Cut Polish / Compound
Stage 1 is a solvent based, silicone free fine cut compound designed to effectively remove fine scratches (2500-4000 grit) and paint defects. Leaves a clear, swirl free finish. Can be used by hand, orbital buffer or variable speed polisher using wool or foam pads. Superb swirl remover on fresh paint when used with fine or medium grade foam pad at 1000-1200 RPM. Body shop safe.
GT2173 1 quart • GT21701 Single Gallon

Perfect Compound
Silicone Free, Heavy Duty Compound
A solvent based, silicone free compound that combines traditional cutting abrasives and synthetic, leveling technology. Removes moderate to heavy scratches (1000 or finer grit), paint defects and oxidation. Perfect compound will restore clear coats to their original high gloss finish. Can be used by hand, orbital buffer or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads. Similar to Power Buff but milder.
GT22332 1 quart • GT22301 Single Gallon

Medium Buff Clear
Silicone Free, Medium Duty Compound
A solvent based, silicone free compound that will remove (2000-2500 grit) or finer, sand marks and paint defects. Medium Buff Clear will clear coats to their original high gloss finish. Recommended for use with variable speed polisher using foam or wool pads. This traditional cutting formula represents our strongest cutting compound. Body shop safe.
GT222231 1 quart • GT22201 Single Gallon

Extra Heavy Buff Clear
Water Based, Silicone Free Compound
Removes moderate to heavy scratches (1500-2000 grit), paint defects and oxidation. Using a unique combination of synthetic abrasive technology. Extra Heavy Buff Clear will restore clear coats to their original high gloss finish, without causing swirl marks. Can be used by hand, orbital buffer or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads. Body shop safe.
GT22032 1 quart • GT22001 Single Gallon

Power Buff
Silicone Free, Heavy Duty Compound
A solvent based, silicone free compound that will remove heavy scratches (1000 or finer grit), paint defects and oxidation. Power Buff will restore clear coats or conventional paints to their original high gloss finish.Recommended for use with variable speed polishers using foam or wool pads. This traditional cutting formula represents our strongest cutting compound. Body shop safe.
GT222231 1 quart • GT22201 Single Gallon

Foam Pad Polish
High Gloss Machine Polish
A silicone free foam pad polish that should be used as the last buffing step with a soft finishing foam pad. This unique polish formulation produces a dazzling gloss while removing buffer swirls and micro-surface imperfections. Also effective on removing oxidation. Foam Pad Polish contains no silicones or waxes. BODY SHOP SAFE.
GT21401 Single Gallon • GT21432 1 quart

Extreme Buff Clear
Water Based, Silicone Free, Heavy Duty Liquid Compound
A water based, silicone free compound that will remove extra heavy scratches (1000 or finer grit), paint defects and oxidation. Using synthetic abrasive technology, Extreme Buff Clear will restore clear coats to their original high gloss finish, without “scouring” and “swirling” the finish. Can be used with an orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads.
GT21323 1 quart • GT21311 Single Gallon

Purple Glaze
High Gloss Hand Glaze
This is silicone free hand glaze is an easy to use finishing step that will enhance the gloss of newly painted and buffed surfaces. Great for use in Body Shop environments as a final, quick finish step prior to delivery.
GT21201 Single Gallon

One Step
Polish/Wax
One Step quickly removes ultra light scratches and swirl marks, leaving a durable high gloss “wet look” appearance on clear coats and conventional paints. Can be used with hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher using foam or wool pads. The cleaning action associated with this item would be considered the “gentlest” of the 3, “one step” type products (One Step, Pro Buff (see page 7) and Triple P).
GT27501 Single Gallon

Poly Gloss
Polymer Gloss Intensifier / Swirl Remover
Poly Gloss contains micro abrasive’s for ultra fine polishing action along with gloss intensifiers. Reactive polymers and Carnauba wax combine to produce a very durable “wet look” appearance on clear coats and conventional paints. Can be used with hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher using foam or wool pads. Excellent on darker color paints.
GT27901 Single Gallon

Stage 2 Glaze
Clear Coat Cleaner/Polish
Stage 2 Glaze is an easy to use, non abrasive “second step” polish that produces a high gloss, durable finish on today’s clear coat and conventional paints. Can be used with hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher using a soft finishing foam or wool pad. Use Stage 1 prior for a simple 2 step system.
GT27801 Single Gallon

Please review charts on page 6 to help guide you with your product selections.
CHOOSE THE CORRECT COMPOUND FOR THE PERFECT FINISH

LIGHT DUTY

Stage 1
GT21732 1 quart
GT21701 Single Gallon

Medium Buff Clear
GT21801 Single Gallon

Extra Heavy Buff Clear
GT22032 1 quart
GT22001 Single Gallon

Extra Buff Clear
GT21732 1 quart
GT22101 Single Gallon

Perfect Compound
GT22321 1 quart
GT22301 Single Gallon

HEAVY DUTY

Power Buff
GT22232 1 quart
GT22201 Single Gallon

BODY SHOP PROCESS OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Sanding Step</th>
<th>STEP 1 Compound / Pad / RPM</th>
<th>STEP 2 Swirl Removal</th>
<th>STEP 3 Final Polish Step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,500 - 2000 GRIT</td>
<td>GT22032 Extra Heavy Buff Clear</td>
<td>GT21732 STAGE 1 Ultra Fine Cut Polish/Swirl Remover</td>
<td>GT21432 Foam Pad Polish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT22132 Extreme Buff Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT22332 Perfect Compound</td>
<td>GT9733 / GT9720 White Waffle Compound FOAM PADS</td>
<td>GT9738 or GT9740 Waffle Blue Ultra Fine Finishing Foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR CH175V - Wool Pad</td>
<td>@ 1,400-1,800 RPM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 - 4,500 GRIT</td>
<td>GT22132 Extreme Buff Clear</td>
<td>GT9735 or GT9725 Waffle Black Soft Foam</td>
<td>See pg. 5 for product info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT22332 Perfect Compound</td>
<td>@ 1,200-1,400 RPM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR CH9306 Yellow Cutting Foam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR GT9733 or GT9720 White Cutting Foam</td>
<td>@ 1,200-1,400 RPM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Clear Coat Wax & Paint Sealant
with Cirilium®
Long lasting micro-beading formula acts as a defensive barrier, providing maximum protection for today's clear coats. Cirilium® is a proprietary blend of polymers that is unique to the Gliptone® brand. This technology offers levels of paint protection that exceed most paint sealants on the market. Leaves a “silk” finish to paint with extraordinary depth of gloss. Excellent results can be achieved by hand or machine.
GT0816 16 oz.
GT0832 1 quart
GT0801 Single Gallon

Carnauba Paste & Cream Wax
Carnauba Cream Wax
This is the cream version of GLIPTONE's Carnauba Paste containing an industry high level of #1 Carnauba. Use by hand, DA or orbital. Excellent ability to fill swirls and 'spider webbing'.
GT0216 16 oz.
GT0201 Single Gallon

Cherry Bomb Mild Polish/Wax
Leaves a durable, showroom finish on new or used paint. Non-streak, easy-to-use formula. Recommended for hand or machine use with a foam pad. Features a mild cherry aroma.
GT28032 1 quart
GT28001 Single Gallon

Yellow Cream Wax
Light Duty Finishing Wax
Leaves a showroom finish on new or used paint. Restores color and gloss to all finishes. Contains Carnauba and detergent resistant polymers for a durable “wet look” shine. Hand or machine use. Easy-to-use formula. Excellent choice for use in an express wax service.
GT28001 Single Gallon

Platinum Series® Paste Paint Sealant & Cream Wax
Advanced bonding formula. Rated #1 for new car finishes! Barrier protection of Dupont Zonyl® (formerly known as Teflon®) and other high tech, durable polymers. This combination creates a ‘non-stick’ finish that repels acid rain, insects, tree sap and other contaminants, keeping vehicles in Showroom condition. These formulas are also excellent for filling buffer swirls and hairline scratches.
Platinum Cream GT1016 16 oz.
Platinum Paste Wax GT1410 10 oz. can

Pro Buff™ Cleaner Wax w/Carnauba
Removes fine scratches, water spots, bug stains, tree sap and road film. Supreme cleaning ability combined with high gloss and an excellent clear coat protection. Pro Buff™ contains a higher percentage of #1 Carnauba than the majority of our competitors paste wax formulas, which gives you better value and more protection. Can be used with hand, orbital buffer or variable speed polisher using foam or wool pads on conventional or clear coat paints.
GT0616 16 oz.
GT0601 Single Gallon

Liquid Metal Polish
FINE (BLUE)
GLIPTONE's Ultra Fine Abrasive Grade Metal Polish is recommended for polishing and maintaining smooth, lightly oxidized metals. It removes light corrosion, oxidation, tar, rust, stains and tarnish from smooth, stainless steel, aluminum, bronze, brass, copper, chrome and can safely be used on solid silver and gold.
GT72516 16 Ounce
GT72502 2 ounce

Liquid Metal Polish
MEDIUM (GREEN)
GLIPTONE’s Medium Abrasive Grade Metal Polish is recommended for polishing and maintaining hard metals like stainless steel, nickel or magnesium. It will also tackle medium range corrosion, oxidation, tar, rust, stains and tarnish from aluminum, brass, copper and bronze with the greatest of ease.
GT72616 16 Ounce
GT72602 2 ounce

Liquid Metal Polish
COARSE (RED)
GLIPTONE’s Coarse Abrasive Grade Metal Polish is recommended for use as a stripping and smoothing agent on rough heavily oxidized, or corroded non-plated metals. It functions in a similar manner to liquid sandpaper, and should be followed by GLIPTONE’s Medium Grade Abrasive Metal Polish or GLIPTONE’s Ultra Fine Grade Abrasive Metal Polish to achieve a brilliant shine. DO NOT use on mirror stainless, chrome, nickel or any other plated materials.
GT72816 16 Ounce
GT72802 2 ounce
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### Body Gloss™ with Carnauba Spray & Wipe Gloss Enhancer
Removes fingerprints, smudges and surface dust while enhancing luster. Perfect for removing residue after buffing. Safe on all paint surfaces, chrome, vinyl trim and glass. Cleans & shines instantly without scratching. Use during final detailing process to release dust & dried wax from cracks & crevices. Perfect for show car spill-ups and can be diluted 5:1 with water and used as a lubricant for Glipstone Body Bar® and other "clay-type" surface preparation bars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT2022</th>
<th>22 oz.</th>
<th>GT2001</th>
<th>Single Gallon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT2005</td>
<td>5 Gallon</td>
<td>GT2064</td>
<td>64 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2055</td>
<td>55 Gallon Drum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GLIPGUARD® EXPRESS 'Easy - to - Apply', High Gloss Polymer Sealant
Use on wet or dry exterior surfaces, metal, painted plastic panels, wood grain and rubber / vinyl trim. GLIPGUARD® EXPRESS also works excellent as a lubricant for GLIPSTONE Body Bar, Body Pad and other "clay-type" products. Creates a Silky Smooth, Luxurious Gloss on all painted surfaces and forms a durable coating that guards surface against dust / dirt and pollution. Holds on for multiple washings. No worries on black rubber & vinyl trim surfaces. Will not leave white residue. We almost named this product, "VOLY SMOTH" since that was the first word of everyone involved in the test process; but felt it would be inappropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT2801</th>
<th>1 Gallon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT2806</td>
<td>5 Gallon Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2815</td>
<td>15 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2855</td>
<td>55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Buff Butler with GLIPGUARD SPRAYABLE SEALANT
BUFF BUTLER is an "easy - to - apply", high gloss sealant applied through an air powered, spray gun. Used mostly in conjunction with automated car polishing equipment. Simply mist on a very thin coat, then allow machine to buff off. BUFF BUTLER is rich in durable polymers that quickly bond to the vehicle surface, providing a long lasting coating of protection that guards the surface from all types of pollution and contaminants, such as acid rain, tree sap, bird droppings, road salts, tar and grease, and much more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT2403</th>
<th>32 oz.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT2901</td>
<td>Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2905</td>
<td>5 Gallon Pail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BODY LUBE™ SILICONE FREE
Spray lubricant for Body Bar®, Body Pad®, and all "clay-type" products. Provides premium lubricity. Contains No wax, No Silicone and No Harsh Detergent. BODY SHOP SAFE. Glipstone's top pick for a clay lube application. Note: Unlike other silicone free, clay lube or detailer-type products, BODY LUBE will leave some protection on the surface and remains streak-free even when used in direct sunlight in some of the world's hottest environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT7201</th>
<th>1 Gallon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT7205</td>
<td>5 Gallon Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT7255</td>
<td>55 Gallon Drum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Carnauba Express® Sprayable Cream Wax
Carnauba Express® is a cherry scented 'easy-to-apply', high gloss wax applied through an air powered, spray gun. Simply mist on a thin coat, then wipe off by hand using a clean GLIPSTONE SOFTTOUCH® microfiber towel. Carnauba Express® contains a high percentage of pure #1 premium Carnauba Wax, providing a long lasting coating of protection and unsurpassed shine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT2801</th>
<th>32 oz.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT2801</td>
<td>Single Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2805</td>
<td>5 Gallon Pail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Express-It Plus Hydro Wax
Express-It Plus is an extremely sprayable wax. Designed to produce a high gloss shine that lasts several weeks. Works excellent with a cotton or Softouch® microfiber towel following the car wash as part of your

| GT2690 | Single Gallon |

### Quick Seal
Easy On, Easy Off Wax
An ultra fast water thin "shake-up" wax that removes tar and glue residue while leaving a glossy wax finish. Goes on quick, dries quick, and wipes off just as easy. This non-dusting formula is ideal for new car prep or regular vehicle maintenance.

| GT2710 | Single Gallon |

---
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**SOLVENT-BASED SILICONE**

**Bumper Medic™**
*Treatment for Exterior Rubber Surfaces*
Thick silicone gel treatment formulated for exterior bumpers and body side moldings. Restores color, depth and texture to faded rubber, plastic bumpers and exterior trim parts. Provides excellent results that will last weeks. Not recommended for vinyl tops.

GT399732 1 qt.

**Majestic**
*Premium Solvent Dressing, Non-Voc*
Majestic is a premium quality solvent based silicone dressing. It works great on interiors and exteriors. Leaves a superb shine on dashboards, door panels, air vents, vinyl and plastic trim. Adds weather resistance and high gloss to tires and rubber moldings.

GT330001 Single Gallon • GT330006 5 Gallon Square
GT330003 55 gal. Drum

**Wet Look®**
*Premium Quality Dressing, VOC Compliant*
Wet Look is a premium quality VOC compliant solvent based, silicone dressing. Produces high gloss shine on tires, door panels, air vents, vinyl and exterior plastic trim. Adds weather resistance to tires and rubber moldings. Cross linking silicone technology that combines the highest quality LPV solvents and silicone available. Pleasant scent with no offensive petroleum odor.

WET-01V (GT35501) Single Gallon
WET-05V (GT33005) 5 Gallon Square
WET-15V (GT33515) 15 gal. Drum
WET-55V (GT33555) 55 gal. Drum

**Fabric Guard**
*Stain Repellent w/Silicone*
Solvent based, deep penetrating protectant that evaporates quickly leaving an invisible barrier. Use to treat old or new fabrics, upholstery and carpeting. Helps with clean up and lengthens fabric life.

GT399801 Single Gallon

**SHINEOLA®**
*RTU Premium Water-Based Dressing*
This unique formula offers the convenience and flexibility of a ready-to-use product. Restores, preserves and beautifies dashboards, sun-roofs, door jams and so much more. Produces a “factory new” look. Use safely on any plastic, vinyl or rubber surface. Helps surface resist oxidation and the natural aging process. One of the industry’s most durable water based formulas for dressing tires yet equally as effective on both interior and exterior surfaces. Featuring a pleasant coconut scent.

GT360001 Single Gallon • GT360015 15 gal.
GT360005 5 Gallon Square • GT360055 55 gal. Drum

**Super Dress-All**
*Premium Interior/Engine Dressing Concentrate*
Super Dress-All is a premium quality water based dressing. Works great on interiors, exteriors and engine compartments. Leaves a superb shine on dashboards, door panels, air vents, vinyl and plastic trim. Dilutes as much as 4:1 for maximum economy.

GT365001 Single Gallon
GT365005 5 Gallon Square
GT365055 55 gal. Drum

**Hyper Shine**
*Premium Ultra Concentrate Sprayable Dressing*
- Interiors
- Exteriors
- Engines
HYPER SHINE is a highly dilutable water based dressing that can be diluted as much as 4:1. It works great on exteriors, interiors and engine compartments. It has a luscious, fresh grape scent. Extremely economical and versatile. Use on Rubber, Vinyl and Plastic Surfaces.

GT365001 Single Gallon
GT365005 5 Gallon Square
GT365055 55 gal. Drum

**Shineola® Blue**
*Economical, Ready to Use, Water Based Formula*
The thick viscosity and low price make it the ideal choice for the car wash operator and high volume detailing operations. This cost effective tire dressing, combines the technology of Super Dress All and Shineola RTU making it highly effective for both interior and exterior applications. Colorless with a pale blue tint and representing substantial savings over solvent-based formulas. SHINEOLA BLUE dries evenly and faster than other water-based formulas. Applies easily with a brush or foam sponge applicator, holding firmly to the tire and eliminating "sling!" Furthermore, it will not attack any residual mold release agent associated with new tires, eliminating the worry of panel staining.

GT367005 5 gal. • GT367055 55 gal. Drum

**Shineola® Extreme**
*Premium Concentrate Water-Based Dressing*
A more concentrated version of the Shineola® RTU. Dilutes as much as 4:1 for interiors and 2:1 for tires and exteriors. This version features a luscious grape scent.

GT366001 Single Gallon
GT366005 5 Gallon Square
GT366055 55 gal. Drum

**Eco-Shine**
*Eco System Friendly, Sprayable Water Base System Dressing*
This unique formula offers the convenience and flexibility of a ready-to-use product. Eco-Shine is equally as effective for all interior and exterior applications. Eco-Shine is also compatible with most automated tire shine application equipment. Represents our most environmentally alias blend of ingredients.

GT350001 Single Gallon
GT350005 5 gal.
GT350055 55 gal. Drum
Dressings & Treatments

NON-SILICONE

Rubber Dressing
Concentrate, Silicone Free
A deep penetrating, long lasting exterior dressing for use on tires and moldings. Superior shine in a body shop safe, non-silicone formulation. Dilutes 4:1 for maximum economy. GT33401 Single Gallon GT33405 5 Gallon square

Miracle Shine
Silicone Free Tire and Rubber Dressing
Miracle Shine is a solvent based dressing that contains no silicone. Perfect for use in body shops and paint areas. Excellent long lasting shine. GT39001 Single Gallon GT39005 5 gal. Pail

Silicone Free
Easy access to hard to reach areas with this convenient spray. Get a high gloss shine and protection without the use of silicone. Body Shop Friendly. Can be used on vinyl interiors and also for exterior use on tires, bumpers, body moldings and engine compartments. GT75811 11oz. 12/case

Shineola® Max
Vent Magic - w/Silicone
Restores, preserves and beautifies air conditioning vents, door jams, front grills and most all other vinyl and plastic trim parts. Resists oxidation and the natural aging process. Safe, non-staining formula, although not for use on Lexan or Styrene plastics. Features a pleasant cherry scent. GT76714 14 oz. 12/case

#1 RATED

Leather Care
Rated #1 Worldwide
Leather Conditioner* & Leather Cleaner
Cleans and conditions to leave leather LOOKING, FEELING, & SMELLING LIKE NEW!

Leather Cleaner
Safely Cleans Leather
This unique pH-neutral formula safely and effectively cleans fine leather without removing the natural oils that keep leather soft and supple. Not recommended for use on suede or velour. Protect with Gliptone® Leather Conditioner: Dilutable up to 10:1. GT1208 8 oz. • GT1232 1 Quart GT1201 Single Gallon

Leather Conditioner
pH Neutral, Restores Leather
Silicone free all natural formula. Restores the natural oils in leather that are lost due to environmental conditions like heat, sun, daily use and age. Preserves new leather and restores old leather as it protects it against damage. Leaves old leather smelling new. GT1106 8 oz. • GT1132 1 Quart GT1101 Single Gallon

Leather Conditioner & Conditioner
Spray Version pH Neutral
Faster and Easier Application. Restores the natural look, feel and scent of new leather. Naturally replaces the natural oils in leather that are lost due to age, use and environmental conditions like heat and ultraviolet sunlight. Preserves and protects new and aged leathers, making leather surfaces more stain resistant. GT1126S 1 Quart • GT1117S 17 oz. Spray GT1101S Single Gallon

Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
Spray Version pH Neutral
Cleans, refreshes and protects with a thick foaming mousse. Leaves a water-repellant treatment that allows leather to breathe. The special conditioners enhance and moisturize leather surfaces and leave a like-new leather scent. Contains No Silicones. GT17514 14 oz. 12/case

Liquid Leather Cleaner
Cleans safely and thoroughly. Restores the natural beauty and resiliency of leather as it cleans without harmful removal of natural oils. Preserves strength and durability. Leaves an original new leather scent. GT1206 8 oz.

Liquid Leather Conditioner
Preserves the unique, natural qualities and beauty of fine leather. Breathes new life into neglected leather. Prolongs the life and luster of leather. No vigorous rubbing required. GT108 8 oz.

Leather Counter Display
Includes: (3) GT1217S Leather Cleaner Cleans safely and pH balanced, breaks down and lifts away soil and contaminants, preserves with removal of natural oils and. (3) GT1117S Leather Conditioner Breathes new life and resiliency into neglected leather. Prolongs the life & luster of the leather. Requires no vigorous rubbing.

*Independent Survey Conducted by Classic Magazine
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Body Bar™
Surfacer Preparation Bar

GT71228
(4) 4 oz / 228 gram Bars
GT71229 Glaze Bar Medium Grey
GT71229P Glaze Bar Heavy

Body Prep Mitts
Works like the Gliptone® Body Bar® (clay-type product) to
quickly and easily remove "above-the-surface-
contaminants" such as:
- Scruff
- Bug Residue
- Paint Overspray
- Rail Dust
- Water Spots
- Hardened Tar and Sap
- Glides on and off easily for a slick finish
- Mitt measures 6" x 8.7"
- Lasts up to 4 times longer than clay bars.
- No reshaping required.
- Easily cleans off if dropped.

GT71276 YELLOW BODY SCRUB MITT™ Medium Grade
GT71286 BLUE BODY SCRUB MITT™, Fine Grade

Hand Cleaner
Cleans away the toughest dirt and grime quickly
without irritating skin. Effective on grease, oil,
paint, ink, tar and more.

GT71270 625 Medium
GT71280 625 Fine

Body Prep Pad™
Surface Preparation Disc
Works like the Gliptone® Body Bar® (clay-type product) to
quickly and easily remove "above-the-surface-
contaminants" such as:
- Rail Dust
- Hardened Tar and Sap
- Water Spots
- Scruff
- Bug Residue
- Paint Overspray

GT71260 5/6 Velcro Back Disc Packaged 16/Box

Sock-It
Heavy Duty Industrial Strength
KU1667: 2ltr (4/case)

Antibacterial
Hand Soap
KU5067: 2ltr (4/case)

Pink Lotion Soap
KU5667: 2ltr (4/case)

Dispenser
KUDISP

Tank Fresh™
Reclaim System Deodorizer
Designed for tunnel car washes or any other facility
where a holding tank is required for water
storage. Only 1.4 ounces can treat up to a 3000
gallon reclaim tank. Works
by trapping the bacteria
that causes odors. Safe on
all vehicle finishes. Feature
pleasant cherry scent.

GT77701 Single Gallon (Apple Scent)
GT77701 Single Gallon (Cherry Scent)

Odor Neutralizer
Neutralizes odors from pet
urine, flooding, smoking,
and mildew. Highly
concentrated, water soluble.
Leaves a fresh clean scent.

GT77701 Single Gallon

Scent Clips
Air Fresheners
The easiest way to freshen a car.
Six exotic fragrances give any car long lasting
freshness (up to one month). The
driver will be reminded of the
car's freshness with an extra burst of
fragrance every time the vents are used. Choose from
7 popular fragrances. Packaging 25 clips per bag.

Nautical SC25NT
Pacific Breeze SC25PB
Rainforest SC25RF
Tropical Citrus SC25TC
Vanilla SC25VN
Clean Car SC25GC
Leather SC25LN
Napa Berry SC25NB

Glipstik®
Pen/Stain Remover for Leather

Gliptone® Since 1947
Call toll free: 1-800-969-7250 • www.gliptone.com

The Finest Professional Car Care Products Made

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Before
After
### Interior/Exterior Cleaners

#### Glass Cleaner
- **GT78919** 19 oz. 12/case
- This ammonia-free product quickly and easily removes grime, bug, fingerprints and more. The thick foam clings to the surface and doesn’t run or drip onto paint or interior surfaces. Safe for tinted windows. Leaves windows streak-free and grease-free.

#### Glass Cleaner HD
- **GT73819** 16 oz. 12/case
- This formula contains an added boost of cleaning agents and premium foaming action to safely and effectively dissolve bugs, tree sap, road film and nicotine buildup. Will not haze or streak. Safe to use on tinted glass.

#### Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
- **GT71514** 14 oz. 12/case
- Cleans, refreshes and protects with a thick foaming mousse. Leaves a water-repellent coating. Special conditioners enhance and moisturize leather surfaces and leave a like-new leather scent. Contains No Silicones.

#### Lift Off Carpet Spotter
- **GT78619** 8 oz. 12/case
- This powerful spray removes tough spots and stains. It is a non-foaming formula with an upright valve for fast, forceful penetration. No need for vigorous rubbing and scrubbing.

#### Fabric Top Cleaner
- **GT78419** 16 oz. 12/case
- Extremely effective on all fabric and cloth surfaces. Gently foams away soil, dirt and grime, leaving a clean dry surface. Also works great for interior carpet and upholstery cleaning applications. Fresh wintergreen scent.

#### Vandal & Scuff Remover
- **GT79015** 15 oz. 12/case
- This remover reduces labor involved in deleting graffiti and other markings. Removes marks created by crayon, pencil, inks, spray paints, tape, waxes and lipstick. Eliminates scuff marks from floors and walls. Formulated for use on brick, tile, steel, brass, chrome, aluminum, glass, formica and other hard surfaces.

### Muscle Foam™ Multi-Purpose Aerosol Cleaner
- **GT76118** 18 oz. 12/case
- Excellent for cleaning all other types of fabric and vinyl upholstery and equally as impressive on carpets. Superior dirt lifting ability! When dry a durable stain protector is left behind to repel dirt, soil and grime. Fresh spearmint fragrance. Great for spot cleaning.

#### Waxes/Dressing & Treatment

#### Spit Shine
- **GT75916** 16 oz. 12/case
- Spray on and wipe off to get a show room shine. No dry time, hazing or buffing necessary. This product gets great results with little effort. No powder or dust residue left behind.

#### Shineola® Max
- **GT76914** 14 oz. 12/case
- Restores, preserves and beautifies air conditioning vents, door jams, front grille and other exterior and plastic trim parts. Restores oxidation and the natural aging process. Safe, non-staining formula, although not for use on Lexan or Styrene plastics. Features a pleasant cherry scent.

#### Fresh Breeze
- **GT77014** 14 oz. 12/case
- This air freshener is safe for use on draperies, carpeting, upholstery, bedding, waste cans, and automotive interiors. Fresh Breeze has a long lasting fragrance that neutralizes and eliminates odors.

### Deodorizers

#### Deodorizer Foggers
- Stops unwanted odors and deodorizes the air in automotive and marine interiors as well as bathrooms, kitchens and any other area where a malodor exists. GLIPTONE’S Fresh-N-Clean, Fresh Berry and Smoke Out deodorizer foggers deliver an ultra-fine mist to effectively penetrate fabric and carpeted surfaces or use as a total release fogger to freshen rooms up to 6,000 cubic feet. Formulated to neutralize tough odors such as sulfides (from eggs, garlic and onion) amines (from fish) and pyridine (from tobacco smoke).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deodorizer</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoke Out</td>
<td>GT77308</td>
<td>12/case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh-N-Clean</td>
<td>GT77408</td>
<td>12/case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Berry</td>
<td>GT77508</td>
<td>12/case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Rubberized Undercoating
- **GT74115** 23 oz. 12/case
- An extremely durable rust and corrosion inhibitor. Asphalt-based, seals out moisture and deadens sound. Resists chipping and will not crack or peel with age. Use for undercarriage, wheel wells, and trunks.

---
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**Gliptone**

Since 1927
Buffing Pads

Cutting Wool Pad - Velcro™
CH175V
100% wool, 1-1/2" twisted pile, 7-1/2" diameter.

Cutting Foam Pad
White foam pad with convoluted, waffle bottom surface, coarse grade foam ideal for paint leveling.

DA Polishing Foam Pad - Velcro™
45-1000
6" Diameter x 2"
0.65 thick black soft, finishing foam pad. Fits most DA buffers with 5" or 6" backing plates. Our most popular DA Pad. Denser cell structure allows for higher gloss at lower speeds. Flat back.

DA Polishing Foam Pad - Velcro™
45-2000
6" Diameter x 2"
0.65 thick yellow conditioning/polishing foam pad. Fits most DA buffers with 4", 5" or 6" backing plates. Flat back.

DA Euro Orange - Velcro™
GT9616
6" Diameter x 1"
0.65 thick orange dense conditioning foam pad. Use with 5" or 6" DA backing plate. This is our most aggressive DA pads.

Cutting Wool Pad - Bolt-On
CH8755
Reinforced center hole with high strength backing lamination. Fully washable, 100% wool, 1-1/2" twisted pile, 7-1/2" diameter.

Cutting Foam Pad - Velcro™
YFF
Yellow foam pad. Coarse grade foam ideal for paint leveling. Recessed back, with rounded up sides.

Cutting Foam Pad - Velcro™
YFF
Coarse grade foam ideal for paint leveling. Recessed back, with rounded up sides.

Light Compounding - Velcro™
GT165V
100% wool blend, 7-1/2" diameter.
The single ply construction makes this pad slightly less aggressive than the CH175V.

Polishing Foam Pad - Velcro™
BFF
Black finishing foam pad. This very popular finishing foam features a dense cell structure which allows for higher gloss at lower speeds. Recessed back with rounded up sides.

Polishing Foam Pad - Velcro™
BFF
Black finishing foam pad with same construction as BFF pad except the one features a convoluted (waffle) bottom surface.

Polishing Pad - Velcro™
GT265V
Fully washable Velcro™ 1-1/2" non-twisted, wool/acrylic blend. Softest polishing pad option of wool blend pads.

Polishing Compound/Wool Pad - Velcro™
CH475V
100% wool blend, 1-1/2" pile, 7-1/2" diameter. Soft composition with a twisted wool blend gives you the option of using this pad for compounding or polishing.

Polishing Double Sided Wool
Bolt-On
CH8931
100% natural wool, 1-1/2" twisted pile, 8" diameter. Excellent compound wool. Perfectly balanced for minimal swirl marks. Requires #571 adapter.

Final Finish Foam Pad
Light Blue Final Finish foam pad with convoluted, waffle bottom surface.

Final Finish Foam Pad
Light Blue Final Finish foam pad with convoluted, waffle bottom surface.

Adapter
5710
Allows double-sided pads to mount to high speed buffer.
**Foam Curved Edge Pads Velcro™**
Each of the five contoured edge pads are designed for specialized use. Each allows for use near difficult areas including contoured body lines, trim and mirrors.

- **A. CH929G White, 100 ppi (pores per inch) finishing foam. Our softest foam for final finishing.**
- **B. CH930G Yellow, 50 ppi cutting foam.** Ideal for a light cut.
- **C. CH940G Green, 60 ppi one step cutting/polishing pad.**
- **D. CH950G Blue, 70 ppi first step finishing foam.**
- **E. GT9819 Orange, Dense Euro, Compounding**

**Velcro Backing Plates**
An absolute must in high production shops. Achieve cost efficiency by saving time changing pads.

- **9000 6” backing plate for variable high speed polishers.** Versatile design allows for proper fit on all 7”, 8” and 9” Velcro™ backed wool and foam pads.

**Centering Tool**
Use for perfect pad placement every time. Guides pads to direct center. No more wobbly pads. 997

- **GT9600 5” diameter with 5/16” thread. Replacement Velcro™ backing plate for DA machine with single attachment screw-on bottom. Fits Porter Cable™ and various other machines.**
- **GT9600 6” diameter with 5/16” thread. Replacement Velcro™ backing plate for DA machine with single attachment screw-on bottom. Fits Porter Cable™ and various other machines.**
- **DW443BP** This backing plate is designed for fast attachment of “Hook and Loop” pads. Use with Dewalt DW-443 Polisher.

**Orbital Buffer Pan**
11” pad base with pan. Replaces worn or ripped base pads.

- **C-514 Pad Saver Attaches to C-515 (drive pad), extending its life.**
- **C-515 Pad with pan.**

**Orbital Bonnets**
Fits most orbital machines with 9”-11” backing pads in your choice of materials.

- **A. V-100SM 10” Elastic, Cotton Velour Bonnet (not shown)**
- **B. V-100LG 11” Elastic, Cotton Velour Bonnet**
- **C. MF100SM 10” Elastic, Micro Fiber Bonnet**
- **D. MF100LG 11” Elastic Micro Fiber Bonnet**
- **E. T-10 10” Heavy Weight Terry Cloth Bonnet**

**Buffing Pad Tips**
The vast variety of GLIPTONE wool and foam buffing pads can be overwhelming for anyone looking over these pages. Although there may be some redundancy, apart from user preference, the choice of pad usage will usually break down into the following four categories:

1. **Cutting/Compounding:** The first category is considered “cutting” or “compounding.” In this initial buffing stage, removal of defects, the focus is to remove heavy to moderate surface scratches. From a ‘Body Shop’/fresh paint perspective, the focus is removing sand mark scratches of 1500 to 2500 grit. The wool pad offers a more aggressive bite that is much faster at removing scratches; however, the drawback is the unavoidable “swirl marks” and wood dust residue. If the proper swirl mark remover step is followed, then the wool pad is a viable option; however, if your intentions are to simply wax or glitter over this initial buffing stage (essentially hiding your swirl marks), then we recommend working with an aggressive foam pad to start your buffing process. You may also consider working with unbleached wool (GT185V), which is less aggressive than twisted wool. Aggressive foam pads represent an excellent alternative to the wool pad, and can be combined with the proper GLIPTONE compound to get the scratches out leaving low-to- no swirls and no dust.

**NOTE:** Recommended buffing speed for wool pads in this stage is 1400 – 1600 rpm’s and 1200 – 1600 rpm’s for foam pads.

2. **Swirl Removal/Polishing:** This second buffing step is primarily designed to remove swirl marks created during the initial buffing step. Several pad options exist for this step. The thing to focus on is medium to soft grades of foam with a recommended rpm of 1200-1400. Some preferred pads for this step are CH980G, CH980LG, GT9720 and GT9725.

3. **Finishing:** The last of a 3-step buffer system, this step can potentially involve a very soft, finishing foam pad designed to be the least aggressive against the paint finish. Our recommended buffing speed for this stage is 1000 – 1200 RPM’s. A popular pad option for this step is CH980S. This pad can be used in both second and third step as long as the pad is dedicated to either step (Simply mark the back of your pad, as to what product has been used, and stay dedicated to that same product with that pad). Additional pad options include: CH929G, GT9738 and GT9740.

4. **One Step Pads:** For high volume “Auction” or “Wholesale-type” work with time constraints and a financial burden to finish cars with no more than a single buffing step, you are looking for a fairly aggressive pad, yet low swirling, so your only option is a moderately aggressive foam pad. The GLIPTONE top sellers in this category are: CH930G, YFF, and CH940G. The recommended RPM’s here would be 1200 – 1600. NOTE: Orbitals and DA’s can also be very effective for this type of buffing application.

**NOTE:** Remember to use the GLIPTONE “Body Clay Bar”, “Body Sponge” or “Body Milt” to remove embedded surface contaminants prior to your initial buffing step. Regardless of whether or not the clay is going to stay in the process, it helps to make your buffing process much easier and far more effective! In the end, a standardized operating detailing process that includes a BODY BAR, “Clay-cleaning” process, will improve efficiency and long term profitability.
SOFTOUCH® PREMIUM QUALITY TOWELS

The cloth that has revolutionized the industry! An absolute must for a detailer or car enthusiast. Micro fiber technology takes a single fiber with the thickness less than a human hair and splits it 16 times into a “v” shape. This creates crevices that collect water, debris and even bacteria! Making this product one of the most absorbent products on earth. Debris is trapped in the crevices and can only be released with soap and water. Their composition of 70% Polyester (scrubbing) and 30% Polyamide (absorbency) allows them to clean without scratching and absorb up to 8 times their weight in water! Ideal for windows, wax removal, polishing, buffing and dusting. Great for numerous Automotive, Marine, RV Janitorial, Industrial and Home applications. Washable and reusable. All microfiber towels are not created equal.

Softouch® Polishing & Drying Towels

The “Terry” weave was our first style of Microfiber towel and remains the most commonly sold style of Microfiber throughout the world. It remains the most versatile and works well in almost every application especially polishing and drying.

SOFTOUCH® ULTRA PREMIUM QUALITY TOWELS

Apart from the issue of premium composition (quality blend of ingredients that make up a SOFTOUCH® microfiber), Gliptone’s “ULTRA PREMIUM” SOFTOUCH® Towels are produced at a higher “gram weight”. This class of SOFTOUCH® Towels weigh in at 360 to to 480GSM (Grams per Square Meter). The heavier weight provides a softer, more absorbent, more durable and longer lasting cloth.
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SOFTOUCH® SPECIALTY, ‘USE SPECIFIC’ TOWELS

Although you can use a hammer to drive a screw into a piece of wood, the ‘screwdriver’ would be the ideal tool for the job. Apart from being a pioneer in having introduced microfiber towels to the car washing and detailing industry, Gilpstone remains among the very few who offer a wide range of ‘use specific’ cloths. Based on their unique quality and structure, these cloths help get the job done better and faster.

SOFTOUCH® Window Microfiber Towels

GLIPTONE’s Softouch® Window Microfiber Towel features a “ribbed weave” finish which basically acts as thousands of “microfiber squeegees” coming across the glass and assuring a streak-free finish. This is the ideal cleaning cloth designed specifically for windows. This unique weave makes this the perfect towel for cleaning and polishing any glass surface as well as metal, tile, plastic and lacquer. Use with GLIPTONE’s Glass Cleaner for optimum results. Consists of 80% Polyester/20% Polyamide.

GT79612 - Window Waffle Towel, Burgundy 12 pc/bag, 20/bags case
GT72612 - Package Contains 12pcs/bag 16”X16” Towels
GT7262 Blue Window Towels, 2-pack, 16” X 16”, 6-packs/box
GT72662V VEND PACK 1-PK 16”X12” 100/case

SOFTOUCH® Interior Microfiber Towels

This cloth features a “loop-style” texture similar to that of a Berber carpet, referred to as a “Pearl”. The “Pearl” knit towel is very durable, with excellent scrubbing action. This texture is soft enough to remove wax from a paint finish, but tough enough for scrubbing dirty interiors. This cloth provides detailers a distinct advantage when cleaning fabric, vinyl and leather interiors.

GT74612 - Interior Detail Towel 16” X 16” - 12pc/bag, 20/bags case
GT7462 2-PK 6/Box 16” X 16”
GT74662V VEND PACK 1-PK 16” X 12” 100/case

SOFTOUCH® Metal Polishing Microfiber Towels

GLIPTONE’s Softouch® All Purpose Metal Polishing Cloths feature a soft, yet durable, suede finish that is an ideal detailing cloth for lint free, polishing of all metal surfaces. Use on aluminum, chrome and stainless steel. Perfect for use on motorcycles, wheels and trim. This tear resistant fabric can handle the toughest surfaces such as diamond plates. Consists of 70% Polyester/30% Polyamide.

GT75612 Package Contains 12pcs/bag 16”X16” Towels
GT7562 Metal Polish Towels, 2-pack, 16” X 16”, 6-packs/box
GT75662V VEND PACK 1-PK 16”X12” 100/case

MISC. COTTON & PAPER - TOWELS & WIPPING CLOTHS

Terry Towel - Cotton Blend
100% Cotton Blend is both absorbent and durable. Ideal for drying vehicles, general cleaning and car interiors. 16” x 27”, 1 dz. (3 lb.) 31627

Polo Rags
Assorted Cut-Up Cotton Cloths with Assorted Textures 25lb box

Huck-Surgical Towel
Great for windows. Rough texture, yet highly absorbent makes this cloth effective for cleaning windows. Very popular with car washes.

Paper
Please refer to your local Authorized GLIPTONE Distributor for great deals on a wide variety of paper goods (wipers, hard towels, toilet tissue, etc.)

The Most Professional Car Care Products Made
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**Part Wash Brush Tampico Fiber**
Part #10
Natural bristle brush with wood handle, can be used with parts washer or on intricate car rims and engine compartments.

**Part Wash Brush Nylon Bristle**
Part #11
Nylon bristle brush with wood handle, stands up to degreasers. Great for parts washer or tough to clean areas of car rims and engine compartments.

**Part Wash Brush Soft Bristle**
Part #12
Softer bristles than #10 and #11 providing the option to use this brush as an interior vent and crevice detail brush.

**Horsehair Brush 1-1/2”**
Part #55HH
Excellent option for use with Gliptone Leather Cleaner on leather and vinyl upholstery.

**10” Bi-Level Wash Brush**
Part #186N
Soft Green Nylon Bristles. Softer and more chemical resistant alternative to the 186G.

**10” Bi-Level Wash Brush**
Part #186G
Flagged Tip Bristles. More aggressive and holds more wash solution than the 186N.

**Carpet Brush with Handle Nylon Bristle Carpet Scrub Brush**
Part #187
Molded plastic handle allows sure grip. General purpose, interior/exterior scrub brush. Also, use with pre-spotter (prior to shampooing) for an extra deep cleaning on more heavily soiled areas.

**Carpet Brush - without Handle**
Part #180
Nylon bristle carpet scrub brush - contoured plastic block has convenient thumb inserts. Use with pre-spotter (prior to shampooing) for extra deep cleaning on more heavily soiled areas.

**Carpet/Upholstery Brush**
**Short Handle Brush 86WP**
White plastic easy grip plastic handle and dense head nylon fibers make this brush great for final shampooing. Bristles grab the shampoo foam, not the water, so carpets are not saturated with water.

**Carpet Scrub Brush**
**4” Round w/Wood Block**
C-635
A more economical version of the C-633 with the convenience of a metal threaded insert for easy threading onto an off machine. Stiff nylon bristles, wood block with self-tapping center hole, screw directly onto pneumatic or electric buffing machine.

**Cyclo Carpet Shampoo Brush Round Plastic Block**
**For Cyclo Model 5-85240**
Stiff nylon bristles, attach quickly to Cyclo Dual Orbital Polisher, changing the polisher into a powerful carpet scrubber.

**Pet Hair Remover Brush**
GTK902
100% rubber brush, easily removes pet hair from carpet and upholstery. To clean, just brush right into vacuum hose. 10” in overall length.

**Detail Brush**
**White China**
Part #235
1 1/2” wide, wood handled, with natural white bristles.

**Detail Brush**
**Red China**
Part #239
1 1/2” wide, nylon handled, black china bristles.

**Dressing Brush**
**Paint Brush Style 4” Tire Dressing Brush**
Part #244
2 1/4” bristle length, 100% pure Hog’s Hair bristle with poly handle. Ideal for applying tire dressing for complete coverage.

**Interior Brush**
**Interior Detailing Brush**
Part #257-2
2” paintbrush style, the simplest yet most effective for interior detail work.

**Interior Brush**
**Console/Vent Brush**
Part #295
Great for dusting confined areas of your dashboard, air vents and console.

**Wood Pole Brush Handles 5 ft Lacquered, hardwood handle**
Sturdy handles for truck/car brushes and floor brooms.

**B-60 Lacquered, 1-1/8” Diameter Handle w/Threaded Tip**
C-60 Sanded, 1-1/8” Diameter Handle w/ Tapered Tip (not shown)

**M-60 Lacquered 15/16” Diameter Handle w/ Threaded Tip**
This lighter weight version is preferred by car wash operators using wash brush for long hours.
**Toothbrush Style**

**Nylon Bristle**

Part #272

7” long, 1/4” wide black plastic brush with 1/2” long bristles. Multi-purpose brush. Use for removing coke dust from hard to reach areas on rims. “Spurs Out” (cleans) foam buffing paste. Great for interior and exterior detailing, removing dust and wax, etc.

**Toothbrush Style Brass Wire**

Part #271

Same as #272, with brass wire bristles for tougher jobs. Not for use on plastic.

**Toothbrush Style Horsehair Brush**

Part #290

Wood block end soft horsehair bristles combine to form our most popular exterior detail brush. Works great to remove wax residue from moldings and seams. Soft horsehair fibers help to prevent scratching on painted surfaces.

**Toothbrush Style Horsehair Brush**

Part #2867-HH

Similar to #290, except considerably larger. Wood block and soft horsehair bristles. Works great to remove wax residue from moldings and seams. Excellent for trucks, vans, RV’s and Marine applications.

**Toothbrush Style Dual End Brush**

Part #291

Multi-purpose brush with short, tight bristles on one end for those truly hard to reach areas and standard size nylon bristles on opposite end.

**Spoke Rim Brush Conical Spoke Brush**

Part #625

Tampono fibers on twisted, rust proof wire. Large 4” x 14” tail size is preferred for certain applications.

**Spoke Rim Brush Conical Spoke Brush**

Part #626

Polypropylene twisted in rust proof wire with plastic block handle. Great for deep set areas of rims and spokes. 6” x 2” (brush area) x 10-1/2” total brush length.

**Tires, Rims & Wheel Well Brushes**

**Nylon Bristle**


6N - Nylon bristle with wood handle. Tire brush, that is also ideal for dry brushing interior carpet and fabrics, prior to vacuuming and scrubbing stubborn stains in carpeting.

**Car, Truck & Boat Wash Brush**

**Soft Blue Brush 10”**

Part #4116-CB

Soft, flag tip poly bristle is gentle on surface. Dense bristle arrangement hold soap solution longer for improved cleaning action.

**Car, Truck and Boat Brush**

**9” Poly Block w/Bumpers**

10F35

Soft 3 1/2” natural Hog’s Hair bristles. This is the ultimate quality brush from a standpoint of softness, chemical resistance and long lasting durability. For use with threaded or tapered pole.

**Car, Truck and Boat Brush**

**9” Poly Block w/Bumpers**

3029

Acid resistant, white split tip all purpose brush. Great for cleaning concrete mixer trucks. For use with threaded or tapered pole.

**36” Floor Squeegee**

Attaches to broom handle to manage spills and keep floors free of standing liquid. 4536TP (not shown) Replacement Rubber Blade. (not shown)

**Car, Truck and Boat Brush**

**10” Poly Block w/Bumpers** Part #3033

Soft, fine nylon bristles. Plastic block will not crack. For use with threaded or tapered pole.
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The proper equipment and safety products can save a detailer time and prevent accidents. Since we all know that saving time equates to saving money, we invite you to take a closer look at our offering of these items and contact your local Gliptone® representative with any questions.

**Streamline/Accudose**

**2 Button / 3 Button**

Streamline dispensers in stainless steel cabinets are the industry's preferred equipment for dispensing a wide variety of automatically diluted solutions into spray bottles, auto scrubbies, or other containers at the touch of a button.

- Part # 38461 - 2 button, (1) 1 GPM and (1) 3.5 GPM
- Part # 38561 - 3 button, (2) 2 GPM and (1) 4 GPM
- Part # 38561 - 3 button, (1) 1 GPM and (2) 3.5 GPM

**HydroMinders**

Automatically maintains accurately mixed solution at the desired level in tanks and other reservoirs. Models available in different configurations depending on desired dilutions.

- S11 HydroMinder w/float, Low Volume, 24:1 maximum (not shown)
- S15 HydroMinder w/float, Low Volume, High Concentrate, 100:1 maximum (not shown)
- HYD102 Blue Foot Valves (see picture #26 in Safety Section)
- HYD5069 Ceramic Weights (not shown)
- 044102-VF Viton Foot Valves (not shown)

**Foam Gun**

75QGMFR

Accurately mixes and sprays foaming chemicals. Foam generating wand creates thick, clinging foam. Detach handle for powerful spray rinse.

75716GM - Replacement wand

(Additional replacement parts available.)

**Tornador Guns and Replacement Parts**

- Z-010 TORNADOR CLEANING TOOL
- Z-011 TORNADOR FOAM GUN
- CT-200 TORNADOR REPAIR KIT
- CT-100 TORNADOR CONE ONLY
- CT-101 TORNADOR WEIGHTED TUBE
- CT-190 TORNADOR REPLACEMENT CONE WITH STAINLESS
- CT-300 TORNADOR REPLACEMENT CAP
- CT-400 TORNADOR CAP WITHOUT HOLE
- CT-500 TORNADOR SIPHON TUBE
- CT-600 TORNADOR INNER LIQUID TUBE FITTING
- CT-700 TORNADOR AIR REVERSE SWITCH
- CT-800 TORNADOR JAR
- CT-900 TORNADOR CONE WITH BRUSH
- CT-1100 TORNADOR FOAM GUN CAP REPLACEMENT

**BUFFERS/POLISHERS**

**Makita Variable Speed Polisher**

9227C

Variable speed (600-3000 rpm). Adjustable handle for right or left handed use. Speed lock button. 1919632 Replacement brush & spring 922-183 Replacement cord

**Dewalt Random Orbital**

DW443

BACKING PLATE DW443BP

Ideal for polishing. Random orbit eliminates swirl marks. Excellent for dealer prep of new cars. Powerful 4.3 amp motor. Operates between 4000-6800 orbits per minute. Includes both a hook-to-loop interface pad and dust bag. Lightweight, weighs only 6.7 lbs. Can be used one handed. 861-60 Replacement Carbon Brush and Spring

**Dewalt Variable Speed Polisher**

DW849X

Seven to nine inch variable speed polisher with dial speed control. 8 amp AC/DC Variable speed trigger operates between 0-3000 RPM. Also includes: side and bale handle, Velcro pad, wool pad and gloves. 849-182 Replacement Dewalt Replacement Cord 374-00 Replacement Dewalt Brush and Spring

**Gem Orbital Polisher**

CHD-1

The ideal way to remove wax. Professional grade orbital leaves the ultimate gloss, eliminates need for labor intensive wax removal. 14.5 lbs. 505 - Left hand bolt C-602 - Orbital adapter kit C-515 - Pad with Flange (see Buffing Pad Section.) C-514 - Pad Saver (see Buffing Pad Section.)
**Carpet Extractor** HP100

Comes complete with stainless steel hand tool and 15’ vacuum hose. Includes 5-year limited warranty. Designed for professionals. Features: 12 gallon solution tank, 12 gallon recovery tank, lint trap, 3 stage vacuum with 140” lift, single 50 ft power cord (20amps), 100 PSI pump, 1000W heater for instant steam cleaning (165°F). Top level switches and connections and heat guard on steel wand. *Parts and accessories are also available.*

**Water Nozzles**

GT110
Trigger style design

**Fur Remover Rock**

GTK905

Removes hair quickly and efficiently from carpet and other surfaces. 6 in x 1-1/2 in x 1-1/2 in.

**Razor Scrapers**

Accepts all common razor blades including: #9, #12 and plastic single edge razors. 5 styles to choose from.

**3-Position Scraper**

87500

Locks in three positions, closes for safety

**Razor Scraper**

GTS06

**Plastic Razor Blades**

87806

Use for removing strip and adhesives from painted surfaces.

---

**GLIPSCRUB®**

GT91012 - 12 sponges/bag

Made from an innovative cleaning material (melamine), the Gliptone Glipscrub® multipurpose cleaning sponge penetrates the surface removing dirt, oxidation and debris from a wide variety of surfaces including vinyl, plastic, rubber, leather, glass, cloth/fabric and much more. Fixes faded and wax stained molding and trim. Great on door panels, dashboards, interior and exterior trim.

**Jelly Style California Water Blade**

CALH40

Quickly dry your clean car. No more excessive towel and chamois wringing. 4” deep moldable blade conforms to contours. Eliminates water spots. This model features a soft, flexible handle that reduces risk of scratching painted surfaces.

**Razor Blades**

CFC 12 - #12

Heavy Duty, break resistant, all purpose steel razor blades. Recommended over #9 weight blades.

**Synthetic Chamois**

GT90791

Extremely absorbent. Will not scratch vehicle. Not affected by mildew, bacteria or common household chemicals. Machine washable. Large 15” x 13” of cloth.

**yellow Brick Sponge**

GT504

Same material as GT90791 except smaller size (504 sq.”)

**GLIPTONE SOP IT™**

Absorbing Cloth

Extremely absorbent, PVA, textured material

GT545 SOP IT absorbing cloth bag 24” x 30”

GT549 SOP IT absorbing cloth tube 24” x 30”

**Yellow Brick Sponge**

GT61

Used to remove dried bugs and road film from all painted automobile surfaces. Soak sponge first in “soapy” water solution. Will not damage finish even when used as directed.

**Bug Sponge, Netted**

98-L

**Plastic 200’ Floor Mat**

GT78200

24” x 200’ ft. roll. Adhesive backed plastic sheeting that can be cut to size. Stays in place and protects against dirt and water.

---
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## Plastic Seat Covers

**20005**

500 ct. per roll. Self dispensing box allows for perforated covers to dispense easily. Great interior protection.

## Steel Wool Pads

**008 Bag**

8 pads per bag. General purpose “00”.

**Ultra Fine Grade**

0008 Bag 8 pads per bag. General purpose “000”.

## Steel Wool Roll

**008 Roll**

Large 5 lb reel. Cut to size general purpose “00”.

## Steel Wool Roll

**008 Roll - Ultra Fine Grade**

## Pad Cleaner Tool

**Spur Tool 711**

Cleans wool compound and finishing pads. Removes glazed surfaces and loosens packed wool to prolong pad life.

## Safety

### Latex Exam Gloves

- Standard Latex, Powder Free, 4 mil. Durable and lightweight. Perfect for cleaning and sanitizing interior. 100 pcs. per box.
- 61413 - Large
- 61414 - Xtra Large

### Latex Exam Gloves

- Heavy Duty Textured with Diamond Grip, 8 mil. 100 pcs. per box.
- 16912 - Medium
- 16913 - Large
- 16914 - Xtra Large

### Nitrile Gloves

Chemically resistant for extended wear. 6 mil, Premium Black.

- 100 pcs per box.
- 88812 - Medium
- 88813 - Large
- 88814 - Xtra Large

### High Risk Latex Gloves

Thicker blue latex construction (15mil) for added durability and safety. 50 pcs per box.

- 16012 - Medium
- 16013 - Large
- 16014 - Xtra Large

### Respiratory Protection

- **Respirator Dust Masks**
  - 7048 - 20 per box
  - Designed for use in grinding, sanding and buffing applications in the automotive aftermarket.
  - Lightweight, two strap filtering face piece respirators with an adjustable nose clip and new braided head straps, this respirator helps provide excellent protection.

### Safety Glasses

- Offer extreme safety, intensifies available light. Features wrap-around comfort and a sleek, weightless design.
- 1210SYW - Yellow Lens
- 1410SSL - Clear Lens

---
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Since 1947 the Gliptone Wax Company has prided itself on its relentless pursuit of perfection in every product we produce. From concept to development, to production, Gliptone Products deliver the very best industry performance at a surprisingly low cost per car.

Gliptone’s, “Tunnel Solutions” Car Wash Chemicals were first introduced for sale in the early 1990’s. The Gliptone product line represents years of development and field work testing while incorporating the most effective, environmentally conscious, chemistry. Today’s Gliptone “Tunnel Solutions” are equally as effective in all types of car wash equipment and automated systems including full service tunnels, self service and “In-Bay” automatics.

It’s very likely that by now you have become impressed with some of the Gliptone Products, or heard of someone who has! Please give Gliptone car wash ‘Tunnel Solutions’ a try and you will become part of a worldwide family of Gliptone users who truly relate to our 65+ year old slogan of “Try it once...use it forever.”

See your local authorized Gliptone Tunnel Solutions Representative for information on the full range of Gliptone Car Wash Products.
Since 1947, polishes and waxes have been the cornerstone of Gliptone's® quality reputation. Gliptone® Marine/RV compounds, polishes and waxes easily restore and maintain fiberglass gelcoat and painted surfaces. Each product produced and sold under the Gliptone® brand name preserves a reputation of excellence and is unconditionally guaranteed for quality and performance.

**HEAVY BUFF COMPOUND**
Oxidation and Scratch Remover (Silicone Free)
Gliptone HEAVY BUFF compound will remove oxidation and moderate scratches. Synergistic blend of natural and synthetic abrasive and solvent technology combine to safely and effectively restore fiberglass gelcoat and painted surfaces to their original high gloss finish. Can be used by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads.

NOTE: This product does not provide any protection and should be followed up with Gliptone's Perfect Finish Polish/Sealant.

PART NO. GT82301 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT82332 1 U.S. QUART

**BUFF & SHINE**
1-STEP HD POLISH and PROTECTION
Gliptone 'BUFF & SHINE' removes mild to moderate oxidation and scratches, while producing deep luster. Special silicone polymer blend provides excellent barrier of protection against extreme Sun and harsh environmental conditions. Excellent on fiberglass gelcoat, clearcoats and conventional, single stage paint finishes.

NOTE: Can be used by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads.

PART NO. GT82501 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT82532 1 U.S. QUART

**CLEANER WAX**
With #1 Brazilian Carnauba Gliptone liquid 'CLEANER WAX' is an 'Easy-to-Use' formula by hand or machine. Removes mild to moderate oxidation and light to moderate scratches, while producing a deep luster. High levels of Carnauba provide excellent protection against extreme environmental conditions. Excellent on fiberglass gelcoat, clearcoats and conventional paint finishes. Can be used easily by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher with foam or wool pads.

PART NO. GT83001 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT83032 1 U.S. QUART

**PERFECT FINISH**
POLISH WITH SURFACE SEALANT
Gliptone 'PERFECT FINISH' is an 'Easy-to-Use' formula by hand or machine. Proprietary blend of synergistic synthetic polymers react and adhere to the surface to produces outstanding depth of gloss and supreme protection. Top and side surfaces are well protected against UV/Sun, Bird droppings, Salt, Tar, Road film and frequent washing. Perfect on fiberglass gelcoat, clearcoats and conventional paint finishes. Can be used by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher with finishing foam pads.

PART NO. GT83401 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT83432 1 U.S. QUART

**FINISH GUARD**
SPRAY WAX and SURFACE SEALANT
Gliptone 'FINISH GUARD' is an easy, 'Spray n Wipe' formula for hand use. This is the fastest and easiest way to maintain the finish on your Boat or RV. Use after each washing. Proprietary blend of synergistic polymers react and quickly adhere to the surface to maintain gloss and protect surfaces. Excellent on all fiberglass gelcoat, clearcoats, conventional paint finishes and finished wood surfaces. Easiest way to maintain a perfect finish!

PART NO. GT83601 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT83832 1 U.S. QUART

**BLUE BUBBLES**
Super Concentrate BOAT & RV WASH with Surface Protection
High Sudsing, gentle cleaning, soap. Environmentally safe formula. Safely and effectively breaks down dirt film, grease and oil deposits, floats dirt away from surface using naturally derived polymers and special lubricants to prevent scratching, enhance gloss and provide ongoing surface protection.

PART NO. GT84501 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT84532 1 U.S. QUART

**DEEP CLEAN**
CONCENTRATED GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
Highly effective liquid cleanser. Environmentally safe formula. Safely and effectively breaks down wide range of soils, grease and oils. DEEP CLEAN can be used effectively on both exterior and interior cleaning applications. Can be added to wash water to boost cleaning action of heavily soiled or oxidized surfaces.

PART NO. GT85801 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT85832 1 U.S. QUART
WATER SPOT REMOVER
A unique liquid formula that removes water spot stains and mineral deposits from most glass, fiberglass and painted surfaces. Helps restore optical clarity by removing debris that has built over time. DO NOT USE on windshields or plastic surfaces.
PART NO. GT86001 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT86032 1 U.S. QUART

BLACK STREAK REMOVER
Highly effective liquid cleaner. Environmentally safe formula. Safely and effectively breaks down Black Streak marks common on side surfaces along top areas and below moldings. ‘BLACK STREAK REMOVER’ is also extremely effective for cleaning white vinyl and fiberglass surfaces, and most flooring surfaces.
PART NO. GT85001 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT85032 1 U.S. QUART

CORRECTION CREAM
SCRATCH, STAIN AND BLEMISH REMOVER FOR CLEAR PLASTIC (EISENGLASS, STRATAGLASS), FIBERGLASS and PAINTED SURFACES. Removes mild scratches, stains and oxidation from most plastic, fiberglass and painted surfaces. A special blend of cleaners, safely and effectively, restores clarity to plastic, fiberglass and painted surfaces. Hand or orbital buffer.
PART NO. GT66932 1 U.S. QUART

MOLDING MAGIC
DURABLE TREATMENT FOR EXTERIOR MOLDINGS
Contains special polymers that react and adhere to vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces, providing unmatched protection from Sun (UV) and extreme environmental conditions. Restores color and luster to faded surfaces. Degree of gloss can be regulated based on application method. Not recommended for seating surfaces.
PART NO. GT87532 1 U.S. QUART

WEATHER SHIELD
VINYL / RUBBER / PLASTIC PROTECTANT
WEATHER SHIELD is a premium quality water-based silicone protectant. Made from blended synergistic polymers that adhere to surface providing outstanding protection from Sun (UV) and common environmental contaminants. WEATHER SHIELD works great on interior and exterior surfaces, restoring faded surfaces and producing a 'New Luster' even shine on vinyl seating and trim surfaces, dashboards, door panels, rubber and plastic trim.
PART NO. GT80801 1 U.S. GALLON
PART NO. GT80832 1 U.S. QUART

During development of the GLIPTONE® MARINE/RV product line we took an extensive look at existing GLIPTONE® automotive packaged products currently being used with success in the Marine and RV industry, as well as various competitive Marine/RV specific products. The result is that the GLIPTONE® MARINE/RV products being offered in this catalog contain the most sophisticated and advanced chemistry available in the industry and have been rigorously tested to ensure the best possible performance while also maintaining the highest degree of biodegradability.

We realize that boats and RVs are large and need products that get the job done fast, easy, and with protection that lasts a long time so as to reduce annual maintenance time. For these reasons, we are confident that you will agree all GLIPTONE® MARINE/RV products will provide exactly what you are looking for in a quality product. Your complete satisfaction is guaranteed! We also invite and encourage you to provide your feedback and suggestions for future GLIPTONE® MARINE/RV product additions.